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Don’t make a
resolution. Set a
higher standard.

STOP STRETCHING & START MOBILIZING!
January is “Mobility Month” and a great time to discover the difference between flexibility and mobility.

Most people generally associate flexibility
and mobility as one in the same. It is
important to know the difference because
everyone should work on improving joint
mobility. But, if you see flexibility and mobility
as the same thing, than you won’t improve
your mobility now will you.
I define flexibility as the ability of a muscle or
group of muscles to lengthen passively
through a range of motion. Mobility is the
ability to move a joint actively through a
range of motion. Mobility is all
encompassing. It takes into account the joint,
the joint capsule (ligaments), the muscles
crossing the joint and the nervous system
(motor control).

of a muscle, but it will return to its original
state shortly after. Don’t confuse this
temporary result with improvement, because
you will be in the same exact state the
following day when you perform it over again.
Not only are the results temporary, but the
length of the stretch is often dictated by the
mobility of the joint. If you are trying to
stretch a muscle about a joint with a mobility
issue, you aren’t going to effectively lengthen
that muscle to its full capability because the
range of motion will be dictated by the joint.
Thus, stretching that muscle is an ineffective
way to improve that joints range of motion.
The most common example of this is when
people chronically stretch their hamstrings
when they have a hip mobility issue.

Why should you care? Because if you
continue to think in terms of flexibility you are
going to continue to stretch and get the same
poor results you have always gotten.
Stretching will temporarily improve the length

Mobility is more effective because it is based
on movement and control. Your ability to
actively move a joint through a range of
motion is not only dictated by the mobility at
the joint but by your central nervous system.
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Mobility: 90-90
The 90-90 is a mobility drill to
improve internal and external
rotation of the hip.

SKILL N’ DRILL

If your central nervous system doesn’t feel
strong through a certain range of motion it’s
going to show by limiting that range of
motion. If I can stand on my right leg and put
my left leg straight out to the side on a stool
that his hip height, and visa versa, should I
not technically be able to do the splits? No
because I am limited by my central nervous
system telling me that I am not strong in the
split position. Having one foot up on the stool
is not perceived as a threat, but having both
feet up is. It is your bodies way of saying
“hey, I’m not strong there, so don’t go there”.
One could spend a full day stretching to be
able to perform the splits and be successful.
Now ask that same person to actively
achieve that position and it becomes a
different story. If you can’t actively achieve
that range of motion it is of little use to you,
particularly if you are a gymnast or martial
artist.

next training session where further gains can
be made.

Mobility work can be performed at any time.
It is most often performed prior to exercise to
get the body prepared for movement. I feel
the best time to perform mobility work is prior
to exercise because you will improve your
overall range of motion, and during that
session you will have the opportunity to
strengthen through that new range. This is
more likely to be sustained because your
central nervous system feels stronger and
more confident through this new range of
motion. Results are now translated into the
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If you sit at a desk all day there is a very good
chance you have hip immobility. A joint will
always affect the joints above and below it.
With any injury, you have to look beyond
where you are experiencing symptoms. So if
you have chronic knee pain and/or low back
pain, the key to recovery and preventing reoccurrence may be in your hips/pelvis.
In conclusion, stretching post workout may
temporarily improve your muscular length,
but the effects are short-lived and do not
translate into your desired results of
performing them in the first place. Whereas
improving mobility will prepare your body for
movement, increase over all joint range of
motion and control, and translate into
improved performance and joint health.

Dr. Jaritt Ptolemy DC, H.BKin, CSCS

Functional
Application of
Hip Mobility

Squat to Stand
This drill improves squat
depth and torso angle.
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Another New Years Resolution?
Weight loss resolution again? If this has
become a trend year after year it is time to
take a deeper look into why you have not
experienced any success. It is well
documented that diets do not work. A dieter
may experience temporary results, but the
results are not sustainable over time. So the
dieter ends up gaining the weight back, and
in some cases even more weight. If weight
loss is your goal, do not make it a
resolution, set a higher health standard for
yourself. Resolutions fade while standards
are met. Diets usually work by restricting
caloric intake, but your body can only
function for so long in a negative energy
balance. It is also extremely inaccurate look
at food in terms of just caloric and fat
content. Counting calories is not simple
arithmetic, because a calorie in is not the
same as a calorie out. A low fat snack high
in sugar elicits a different response than a
hand full of almonds with a higher fat content.
In short, that low fat snack will cause a spike
in blood sugar, which will cause an elevated
release of insulin to help with cellular uptake
(insulin is known as the fat storage hormone).
An elevated release of insulin will drop blood
sugar below normal, causing you to feel
hungry again. You can see how this can
become a problem. Those high fat almonds
will produce a lower insulin response,
avoiding a crash in blood sugar while the fat
content will signal satiety.

If you have made a resolution to lose weight
you ca not do it through exercise alone.
Some professionals believe that up to 80%
of your results are gained through a
healthy diet. That is not to take away from
your efforts in the gym, but to stress the
importance of an overall healthy lifestyle. If
you have poor eating habits it is going to
reflect in your performance in the gym. So
why waste your time?

SKILL N’ DRILL

This year, rather than trying another diet,
make a conscious effort to buy foods with a
low glycemic index (glycemic index provides
a measure for how quickly blood sugar levels
rise after consuming a certain food). The goal
is to maintain a blood sugar level with
minimal fluctuations throughout the day. This
will lead to fewer cravings and higher energy
levels. You can always Google the glycemic
index of the foods on your grocery list, but it
does not have to be that difficult. Stick to
buying whole foods. For example, chicken
breast, broccoli, sweet potato, red pepper
etc. If your grocery cart is filled with foods
that do not have an ingredient list you are
setting yourself up for success. Break the
cycle and set a higher standard of health.
Recover Faster. Perform Better,
Dr. Jaritt Ptolemy DC, H.BKin, CSCS

Why Is Ankle Mobility
Important?
January is
Mobility Month
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A joint is always affected
by the joint above and
below. This means the ankle
can be a large contributor
to KNEE PAIN. Poor ankle
mobility will not only
affect how you walk and run
but how you squat. Without
proper dorsiflexion (ankle
mobility), it is impossible
to get into the bottom of a
squat position without your
back rounding. Over time,
this leads to BACK PAIN.
These are just a few
examples of how limited
ankle mobility can work its
way up the kinetic chain.
If you sit at a desk all
day, have ever sprained
your ankle, or wear HIGH
HEELS, there is a good
chance you lack adequate
ankle mobility.

BAREFOOT VS. RUNNING SHOES
Should you embrace a trend or stick with
convention?
A lot of patients ask me if they would
benefit from wearing barefoot running
shoes (Vibram Fivefingers). My answer will
always vary depending on the patient.
However, the vast majority of the time I am
saying “No”.
I am confident that an overwhelming
percentage of the active population would
agree that modern runner’s make running
easier (or at least more comfortable). In the
last half decade there has been a
resurgence of “natural running”.
Most
people making the transition to “natural
running” claim that the traditional running
shoe is weakening the foot and
contributing to the majority of running/
training injuries. The general prescription
for
running shoes are for severe over
pronators are placed in motion control
shoes, mild pronators are placed in
stability shoes, neutral runners are placed
in neutral shoes, and supinators are placed
in shoes with increased cushion. I am not
sure how often this template is followed as
a good chunk of people buy shoes based
on how they look and if they are on sale.
Not to mention that the guy selling the
shoe may not be the most reliable person
for gait analysis and shoe selection.
Running barefoot claims to strengthen the
intrinsic/postural muscles of the feet and
lower leg, improve proprioception and
balance, and changes running mechanics
to adapt to the forces placed on the feet.
Barefoot running tends to shorten a
runner’s strides because the lack of heel
cushion causes runners to foot strike

under their centre of mass,
eliminating larger steps that
would cause the heel to crash
down in front of the runner’s
centre of mass. The increased
heel cushion on modern
runners is the main reason
f o r t h i s o v e r- s t r i d i n g ,
causing a breaking action
Vibram
on impacting, and
FiveFingers
increasing the force going
through the foot. This force
can
be
decreased
transition period with barefoot
substantially by shortening
running may be the solution.
running stride with foot strike
underneath centre of mass. This will
decrease the forces acting on the hips, I have not seen any clinical trials over a
prolonged period stating the benefits of
knees and feet.
barefoot running, only individual
The evolutionary argument shouldn’t trump testimonials. There is no research to prove
the last few decades of running shoe that they decrease injury, and no definitive
development. Cavemen sure as hell research to prove that modern runners
weren’t running 100km per week. And they increase risk of injury. I have no doubt that
definitely weren’t doing it on pavement! a portion of the population would benefit
The sad truth is that our feet are essentially from barefoot running. I also think barefoot
casted in shoes the second we are born. running a beneficial teaching tool for
We adapt to having shoes on our feet and improving run mechanics. My point is that I
lose intrinsic foot function and develop don’t feel the majority of the population
functional habits. There is a suggested 6 would benefit from making the switch, and
month transition period for adaption to certainly not knocking anyone who has
barefoot running. In a sedentary society, it made the switch or thinking of making the
is hard enough to get people off the couch. switch. If you are intending on making the
For those people wanting to make a switch I suggest visiting a professional who
lifestyle change, a training program with has expertise in gait analysis and
barefoot running may send people back to assessing running injuries.
the couch faster than those starting with
runners. For hard core runners with Recover Faster. Perform Better,
nagging injuries, perhaps a 6 month
Dr. Jaritt Ptolemy DC, H.BKin, CSCS
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Visit www.drjaritt.com for more
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exercise and injury information/tips or
to book an appointment online.
Please email jp@drjaritt.com if you

Monday 8:00am - 6:00pm
Tuesday 8:00am - 12:00pm
Wednesday 8:00am - 6:00pm
Thursday 8:00am - 5:00pm
Friday 8:00am - 4:00pm

have any questions or if would like to

DR. JARITT PTOLEMY
Yonge Club by GoodLife Fitness
137 Yonge Street - Lower Level
Toronto, ON M5C 1W6
Phone: 647-883-8499
www.drjaritt.com

receive email updates about new blog
posts.
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